I'm Pau

A

\[ \text{I'm Pau} \]

B

\[ \text{Pau with o-ko-le-hao you betchaandhow, I'm pau I'm gon-na wrap it up.} \]

\[ \text{Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-dohdah-doh-day I'm gon-na wrap it up.} \]

C

\[ \text{Pau with fool-ing-a-round all o-ver this town, I'm pau I'm pau with} \]

\[ \text{Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day} \]

D

\[ \text{shoot-ing dice 'cause it's a vice, out late each night and that's not right. So, I'm} \]

\[ \text{shoot-ing dice it's a vice, late each night that's not right. So, I'm} \]
Pau with wa-hi-nes - Be-lie-ve me it's true I'm pau
Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-dohdah-doh-day Dat-dohdah-doh-day
I'm }

with }.

you betcha and how, I'm pau I'm gon-na wrap it up.

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day I'm gon-na wrap it up.

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day

I'm pau with fooling around all over this town, I'm pau I'm pau with

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day

it's a vice, out late each night and that's not right. So, I'm

shoot-ing dice 'cause it's a vice, out late each night and that's not right. So, I'm

shoot-ing dice it's a vice, late each night that's not right. So, I'm
Pau with wahi-nes - Be-liever me it's true I'm pau All pau.
Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day